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Abstract- to improve target tracking performance in dynamic target track system, this paper
propose the processing method of positive and negative difference image to extract target
information; research target image preprocessing algorithm, the separation and
segmentation processing algorithm of target and background, target edge detection and
extraction based on the collected images; use Laplace operator, Canny operator.
Gauss-Laplace operator to gain target information and improved recognition target image
effect, analyze the positive and negative difference image measure to solve the background
subtraction interference between two sequence images. Through the actual image
processing, The results shows the proposed processing method can clear gain target
marginal information and target image particle center, control tracking platform can stably
track the target, and give the comparison results.

Index terms: Target tracking; OUSU; Canny; difference image.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the aeronautics, astronautics, weapon and control system, dynamic target tracking is
important research point and urgent need solve the scientific problems. The intelligent control
efficiency of system can be improved effectively by the precise location and real-time
tracking[1]. In the field of aeronautics, astronautics and weapon guidance, the instantly
changeable characteristics of dynamic target in each stage is a foundation of guided weapon
control. Obtaining the information of moving target in real time is benefit to give correct
judgments for surveillance of the whole tracking system, also provide the foundation for
malfunction diagnosis and weapon system, and is also an important part of achieving
automation and intelligence in weapon system [2]. The changeable information of the whole
tracking process can be recognized and judged by tracking and measuring dynamic target. At
present, various methods of target tracking and detection have been put forward in many
literatures. In a word, targets are detected through imaging system and the relevant data are
obtained by using the method of image processing or radar tracking[3].
In the dynamic target tracking system, the synchronous control of the tracking control
platform, target detection and recognition is the control core and has an influence on the
stability of the system. The current target tracking technology has achieved significant
development, but due to environmental variety and goal of diversity, all kinds of moving
targets tracking are not the only, which has unpredictable difficulties, especially on the
dynamic parameter change characteristics of small targets with difficulty on target
detection[4]. There is target acceleration, deceleration, background environmental changes
and the inconsistent of loading platform, which brings some difficulties to long-distance
dynamic targets track. Improvement and research on the tracking and detection of dynamic
high-speed moving target can provide the analysis foundation for information acquisition,
intelligent control and malfunction diagnosis of dynamic target.
The tracking of measured object is completed through the tracking rotating platform, the
optical imaging system and processing algorithms because it is the tracking path target. The
target recognition technology in the image is also researched after detecting targets in the
optical processing system[5]. How to obtain the ideal target characteristics is the key that
ensuring the reliability of the tracking system particularly in the complex environment.
Because the environment of the target image recognition is complex, relevant processing
methods such as preprocessing of image target, the processing of target separation and target
edge detection should be researched to detect the target. This paper research target recognition
processing algorithm under the complex background image based on the obtained target
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image, providing powerful characteristic parameters for the target tracking system.

II. Dynamic target recognition processing method

A. The target image preprocessing algorithm
In the process of dynamic target tracking, in general, there are many noises in the gathered
target image. The original image must be preprocessed to obtain the relevant parameters.
Image preprocessing is mainly to improve SNR and background suppression of image, reduce
pressure of subsequent processing and satisfy the real-time requirements of the image
processing system. The image preprocessing will directly affect the feature extraction and
matching of projectile burst. In general, there are two image processing methods: spatial
domain method and frequency domain method. The spatial domain method mainly calculates
the pixel gray value in space domain, such as median filtering, high-pass filtering and so on.
The frequency domain method mainly calculates conversion value in some transform domain
of image [5-6]. The original image by the frequency domain method is filtered after Fourier
transforms, and the filtered image is inversely transformed to the spatial domain to filter out
noises and suppress background.
Median filtering is a common image preprocessing method and process the image by the
selected window template to eliminate interference noise and point noise. Median filtering has
good inhibition effect on interference noise and point noise. By using median filtering, The
edge of image target can be preserved well and edge characteristics and clarity of targets are
improved. The median filtering is a nonlinear image enhancement processing algorithm.
In median filtering, firstly a window

W

template with odd pixel is defined; then, each pixel

of window according to the selected template is processed and analyzed. The pixels are
arranged in a certain order according to the size of each pixel in the selected window. The
pixel value of window center can be replaced with the gray value of intermediate position.
Assuming that the image after processing is g ( x, y ) , it can be got by formula (1).
g ( x, y ) = mediam{ f ( x − k , y − l ), (k , l ) ∈ W }

（1）

In (1), the size of the selected template window is setｗ. The parameters of window are
always defined as the size of 5×5, 7×7, 9×9 in the conventional image processing method.
According to the size of the selected window and formula (1) the smooth image can be
obtained.
In the window of two-dimensional median filtering, the template can be defined as square,
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cross and circle according to the requirements and all the templates are sliding window.
According to the size of the selected window, the gray value of each point in the image is
determined to replace the gray value of specified point.
However, the method of conventional median filtering cannot obtain good effects when there
were more details and more thin lines in the image. Therefore, it is necessary to make weight
processing for function based on the original median filtering method. For example, when the
weight of middle pixel is 3 in the one-dimensional window whose size is 1× 3 , the pixel
weight of both sides is 2, then the median weight value is med {xi −1 , xi −1 , xi , xi , xi , xi +1 , xi +1}, and
the gray value is arranged, thus details of the image are protected.
The effect of median filtering is better compared with previous two filters. A part of tiny
background edge information can be filtered when noises are filtered. It is beneficial to
remove background information and locate target edge by preserving the thick target edge
information.

B. the separation processing algorithm of target and background
The image of target and background is obtained by the subtraction operation between the
background image before the target appearance and the image after the target appearance.
Ideally, the subtraction result of two frame images should be an all-black image when there is
no target, the grays of background point in the field of view are zero; when there is a target,
and the corresponding pixels in the target area are detected because of the change before
target appearance. The distribution of gray values reflects the distribution of target luminance,
and the gray values of background area with no targets are zero. There has system random
noise and outside air jitter in actual detection, after subtraction operation on background area
with no projectile burst target, the pixel gray values of the background area surrounding pixels
are not all zero, and the background area is the image with noise distribution.

C. The segmentation processing algorithm of target and background
In the technology of image processing, the segmentation of target and background is the key
and premise of image processing and also is the foundation of target information extraction in
the complex environment. The principle of threshold segmentation is usually used in the
segmentation of target and background, and the target information can be extracted in the
complex environment through selecting the proper threshold [6]. But the choice of threshold
has an influence on the technology of processing image in the different background
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environment. How to determine the best threshold to ensure the effect of image segmentation
is the problem of the segmentation of target and background.
The accuracy of the segmentation of target and background image in tracking path is a
premise for reliable control of the system. The threshold segmentation of target detection is to
eliminate the influence of background noise through selecting proper threshold. The spurious
signals are eliminated effectively according to the threshold. The choice of threshold has a
direct influence on the effect accuracy of image segmentation. The algorithm of threshold
segmentation can be divided into global threshold and local threshold. For the global
threshold, the threshold is selected only once in the whole process of image segmentation and
the whole image is divided into two categories according to the threshold. The common
method of global threshold has minimum error method, OTSU method, etc. For the local
threshold, the threshold is selected more than once in the whole process of image
segmentation and many different thresholds can be selected according to the actual situation.
The multi-category segmentation of image is completed according to the selected threshold.
The advantages of threshold segmentation are simple calculation, high operation efficiency
and fast speed.
The segmentation principle of the OTSU method is that the image is divided into two
categories and the threshold is selected according to the probability of gray in the categories
[7]. The gray value with the largest inter-class variance will be as the best threshold of the
segmentation of target and background if intra-class variance is smallest. Its calculation
method is: assuming that the size of obtained image is m × n , then the total pixels of the
whole image is N = m × n . According to the theorem, the obtained image is divided into two
categories C0 and C1 with the threshold. The gray ranges of two categories of images are
selected

as G = {0,1,..., L − 1} ,

if

the

gray

value

of

pixel

i

is

t ,

then

C 0 = {0,1,..., t} , C1 = {t + 1, t + 2,..., L − 1} . If the probability of each gray under the threshold is
pi , then formula (2) can be got.
Pi =

ni

N

,

（2）

The probability of category C0 is:
t

p0 = ∑ pi = ω (t )
i =0

Its mean is:
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t

µ 0 = ∑ ipi / ω 0 = µ (t ) / ω (t )

（4）

i =0

The probability of category C1 is:
L −1

∑p

= 1 − ω (t )

（5）

µ l = ∑ ipi / ω 0 = [µ − µ (t )]/[1 − ω (t )]

（6）

p1 =

i =i +1

i

Its mean is:
L −1
i =0

In (5), µ is the overall gray mean value. Combined category C0 with category C1 , the
overall gray statistical mean of the image can be analyzed by the mean and the probability of
two categories and formula (7) can be got.

µ = ω0 µ0 + ω1µ1

（7）

Their standard variance is:

σ B2 = ω 0 ( µ 0 − µ ) 2 + ω1 ( µ1 − µ ) 2

（8）

In (8), the best segmentation threshold of target and background can be got when σ B2 the
largest is.

[

T = max σ B2 = max ω 0 ( m 0 − m ) 2 + ω1 ( m1 − m ) 2
0≤l ≤l −1

0≤l ≤l −1

]

（9）

It can be found that the variance is a measure standard of gray distribution uniformity of
image from formula (8) and (9). It means that the change of gray between the target image
and background is smaller if the variance is larger. Parts of backgrounds will be identified
wrongly as targets and parts of targets will be identified wrongly as backgrounds, which have
an influence on the effect of detection and recognition for targets. The false detection rate was
reduced with the segmentation method of the largest inter-class variance by calculating gray
standard equations of two categories of images. The segmentation threshold of target and
2
background is determined by the value of t when the variance σ（t
） is the largest and this

threshold is the best threshold.
For the target recognition, the OTSU method is mainly to search the best threshold in the
whole gray of image after the image preprocessing. This global search takes much time and
the processing speed is reduced accordingly. In the recognition processing of this paper, the
proportion that the gray value of detection target is smaller than the gray value of background
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is a measure standard. This threshold is the best threshold if the proportion of measured target
is larger than the proportion of background in the image and the search speed of best
threshold is improved accordingly.

D. Target edge detection and extraction algorithm
The shape of target can be obtained after the segmentation of target image. In order to
determine the target outer contour, it is necessary to make edge detection and extraction for
the segmentation image [8-9]. Image segmentation, shape feature extraction and texture
feature extraction are the important link and basis of edge feature extraction in the complex
background image. And they are also important to analyze the target tracking in the image.
Edge is the basic feature of image. Edge is the set of pixels which gray has step change in the
image. It commonly appears in background and target, target and target, area and area. Edge is
the step edge and the line edge because it is related with the image brightness or the
discontinuities of the first derivative of the image brightness.
Step edges behave that pixel gray values on both sides of discontinuities of the image
brightness have significant difference. This difference is the transition from the light
background to the dark background or from the dark background to the light background in
aspect of vision. So the amplitude of the first derivative of the image brightness is very large
on step edge and zero on the non-edge. Figure 1 is sectional view of image edge, first
derivative and second derivative.
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Figure 1 Sectional view of image edge, first derivative and second derivative
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As is shown in figure 1(a), the change of the step edge is the brae edge because of the
characteristics of image sensor and optical diffraction effect in the actual image. Line edge is
the change of image brightness from one gray to another gray and becomes original or
near-original gray soon. The line edge is located in the turning point on which gray changes
from increase to decrease in the image. As is shown in figure 1(b), the first derivative of
image brightness is zero but the amplitude of the second derivative is large for the line edge.
Therefore, edge information is the important information for the target to be recognized [10].
For the gray images, the image edge is shown by the form of local discontinuities, and edge
feature is the basis to obtain the smooth curve through processing image. Among the much
analysis of image, image smoothing method need to obtain by using all kinds of filtering
method, and its basic principle is: assuming that the original image is f ( x, y ) , the impulse
response is h( x, y ) , and then their convolution g ( x, y ) is the method to get smoothing,
expressed as:
g ( x, y ) = f ( x, y ) ⊗ h ( x, y )
In formula (10), ⊗ is the convolution operator. Their discrete function is:

g (i, j ) = f (i, j ) ⊗ h(i, j ) =

n

（10）

m

∑ ∑ f [(i − k ), ( j − l )]h(k , l )

（11）

k = − nl = − m

Convolution is actually a weighted calculation of pixels from continuous state to discrete state,
h(i, j ) is a model in the processing. Each pixel of target image [i, j ] is obtained by transmit

function from convolution template to each pixel, g ( i, j ) is an output image in formula (11).
For two-dimensional template, two-dimensional discrete zero means Gaussian function is
shown in following:
i2 + j2

（12）
h(i, j ) = e 2σ
In (12), σ is the mean variance of Gaussian function, i and j are pixels of image, σ
2

controls smoothing effect of image. For the same pixel, the smoothing effect is better if σ is
greater and h ( i, j ) is smaller, but the result of this processing brings another side effect
which is that image feature is too vague to detect image edge.
Currently, based on various image edge detection algorithms and different environmental
background image with different algorithms, image edge detection algorithm is generally
decided by calculation and adaptability of the system [11]. Edges of the image can be detected
by using first derivative or second derivative. Canny operator, Roberts’s operator, Prewitt
operator, Kirsch operator, Sobel operator, zero-crossing operator, difference operator and
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Gaussian Laplace operator are the common edge detection operator and they are processed
according to the selected model. According to template sizes, the processing effects are not
the same[12]. When in the processing, the template center is often corresponded to each pixel
position of processing image and the coordinates of each pixel position are found, then
according to the template formula, the calculated value is numerical size or position of
corresponding pixels of output image.
Edge has two characteristics which are direction and magnitude and First derivative of edge
processing is finished by using the two features. For step edge, we can find that magnitude
changes are slow along the edge direction and are dramatic in the vertical direction after
processing.
In order to obtain the true edge of target image, algorithms of Laplace operator and Canny
operator are put forward. Laplace operator is common second-order differential edge
detection operator. For a continuous function f ( x, y ) , Laplace values on the position
( x, y ) are defined in formula (13).

∇ 2 f ( x, y ) =

∂2
∂2
f
x
y
+
f ( x, y )
(
,
)
∂x 2
∂y 2

（13）

For processing of the sum of second derivatives on x-axis and y-axis, calculations of each
pixel in the digital image are the same, and second-order difference equation is:
∇ 2 f ( x, y ) = f ( x + 1, y ) + f ( x − 1, y ) + f ( x, y + 1) + f ( x, y − 1) − 4 f ( x, y )

（14）

Convolution template of Laplace operator is:
 0 1 0


（15）
∇ f ( x, y ) ≈  1 − 4 1 
 0 1 0


In the image processing, the Laplace operator can be achieved with a variety of templates. In
2

the processing, there is an edge when the zero crossing output of Laplace operator occurs. In
theory, the output position accuracy of zero crossing can be obtained by solving on sub-pixel
resolution ratio with linear interpolation method, but the accuracy of processing results will be
reduced because of the presence of noise. Features of Laplace operator are isotropic, linear
and invariant shift, good detection effect of isolated point and thread. For this algorithm, it is
easy to lose the edge information, produce edge of double pixels and make double
strengthening effect on noise in the edge disposed[13].
Based on the algorithm of Laplace operator, edge information is processed with the algorithm
of Canny operator. For Canny operator in image processing, target and background are
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separated by separation method. Although the basic thoughts of edge detection methods are
very simple, there are some troubles for detection target in various complex background
images. Because actual signals of image are noise, and they are Gaussian distribution and
high-frequency signals, if images in complex situations are processed with some simple
operators, basically background noise signals are detected, in the same, false edge points
caused by noise signals are appeared and these edge points disturb the actual signal points. To
solve this problem, the conventional method is to eliminate noises with smoothing filter for
image of original signal[14]. In order to improve edge characteristics of target image more
effectively, In Canny operator, convolution operation between the original image and the
smoothing filter impulse is proposed to eliminate noise.
h(i, j ) is smoothing filter impulse response, f ( x, y ) is the original input image, output

image g ( x, y ) after smoothing filter can be got by the formula g ( x, y ) = f ( x, y ) ⊗ h( x, y ) and
image gradients after smoothing can be got by formula (16).
 ∂g 
 g x'   ∂x 
∇g ( x, y ) =  '  =  ∂g 
 g y   
 ∂y 

（16）

According to characteristics of convolution, formula (17) can be got:
（17）
∇g ( x , y ) = ∇f ( x , y ) ⊗ h ( x , y ) = f ( x , y ) ⊗ ∇h ( x , y )
This process is Canny edge detection operator. Canny edge operator is a Gaussian function,
which can select the template to calculate pixels of two-dimensional direction according to
the template window size[15]. This method eliminates the gradient magnitude smaller than
adjacent areas by mutually comparing gradient magnitude of adjacent pixels in the direction
perpendicular to edge. In the case of two-dimensional space, canny operator makes edge
detection and edge location better and has anti-noise performance.

E. Real image processing
Figure 2 is original target images, it can be obtained through the infrared imaging system.

Figure 2 Original target images
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Figure 3 is the result with the window of 3× 3 based on median filtering, Figure 4 is the
result image with the window of 5× 5 based on median filtering. We can know that the effect
of median filtering is better from the processing images. A part of tiny background edge
information can be filtered when noises are filtered. It is beneficial to remove background
information and locate target edge by preserving the thick target edge information.

Figure 3 Processing result with the window of 3× 3 based on median filtering

Figure 4 Processing result with the window of 5× 5 based on median filtering
Figure 5 is the image edge detection processing result with Gauss-Laplace operator, the result
shows that there is large noise effect and non-target-noise is processed as target when target
characteristics are processed.
LOG filter

Figure 5 the edge detection result image with Gauss-Laplace operator

The edge detection image with canny operator is showed in the figure 5, we can find that the
edge of the target is single edge which is beneficial to locate bonder because there are no extra
boundary pixels in some corners. But there are some background noises in some corners.
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Figure 6 the edge detection result image with canny operator

According to the analysis and comparison, effect of various operators for edge detection has
certain differences because of the high contrast between image edge and background after
threshold. In this paper, in order to get the smooth single-pixel edge and suppress the parasitic
noises on the contour, Canny edge detection operator with the smooth effect on the noise and
suppression on the false-edge is used, thus, the edge contour of burst is obtained.

III. Improved difference images processing algorithm in sequence target image

A. the basic principle of difference image processing
In target tracking system, the characteristics of moving targets should be extracted in the
image to track targets accurately and synchronously. Difference images are put forward
because there are significant differences between the previous frame image and latter frame
image in the target image. Difference image is the foundation of extraction of moving target
characteristics[16]. Target image motion reflects changing characteristics of image intensity
between the previous frame image and the latter frame image. Characteristics of moving
target are detected according to changing gray feature points if target image is processed by
time integral calculation. Relative changes of image gray intensity can be described by the
difference of image with adjacent time in the image sequence. Moving target image can be got
by formula (18).
f d ( x, t1 , t 2 ) = f ( x, t 2 ) − f ( x, t1 )

（18）

In (18), f d is the difference image? Difference images are effective combination of these
motions if there are several independent moving targets in the scene.
The difference image in the target image can be regarded as an approximation of
function derivation. The finite difference of two points in the image can be regarded as an
approximation of df ( x, y ) / dt at intermediate point of t 2 − t1 ; there are the same effect
between difference image which obtained in the actual background dynamic image and edge
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image which obtained from static image. The extraction of moving image characteristics still
reflects the changing process of image intensity. The description of moving image is showed
in figure 7. Assuming that image f ( x, t1 ) at the time of t1 contains a gray square area
whose intensity is f p . The area moves towards right with a constant horizontal speed v . The
intensity of image background is 0 and the gray values of other images are more than 0, the
image at the time of t 2 is f ( x, t 2 ) , and square area moves to the right of image. The result is:
the area which background intensity is 0 covers the original square area in the time interval

t 2 − t1 , so, the difference image contain area which intensity is set − f p , and right square area
covers the background which intensity is 0 in the time interval t 2 − t1 , difference image
contain area which intensity is set f p , so, Intensity of the area is 0 after image difference
operation if there are square areas in two images[17-18].
"0"
v

→

fp

f ( x, t 2 )

f ( x, t1 )

Figure 7 Description on differential image motion

B. Improved difference image processing algorithm in sequence target image
Difference image method has many advantages such as faster speed, high sensitivity and so
on [20]. The difference image can be got by making the adjacent frame difference operation
for obtained target image in real time with the optical camera. Motion of dynamic target can
be achieved according to the target position of difference image to select proper tracking
control algorithm. According to characteristics of difference image, tracking target is
corrected to achieve the purpose of tracking in real time. However, the difference image has
some disadvantages. For example, background of imaging area is still changing in the whole
tracking process when environment background is complex. False targets are detected by the
system with interference and it is not beneficial to target tracking detection when the
background changes obviously.
In this paper, based on the principle of difference image, an improved method with
background compensation mechanism is put forward. A dynamic background is changed into
static background through compensating environment background. There are two methods of
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compensation. Firstly, the moving target of theodolite sequences images is detected with
difference image method according to motion of known background. Moving target can be
got with background motion compensation and difference image according to elevation angle
and azimuth angle of the theodolite age. Secondly, according to motion of unknown
background, the next background moving image can be forecast with image information
estimation algorithm and the adjacent image is made background compensation[19]. It can
eliminate the difficulty of target detection in the complex background.
Detection algorithm of positive and negative difference image is put forward based on
difference image compensation theory. In the condition of fixed-field optical imaging, we can
take a image without target as background image in advance for the problem of moving target
detection. Difference images can be got by making a difference operation between the
background image and images containing targets. Moving targets can be got according to the
obvious gray difference between target area and background area because the background of
difference images is eliminated basically.

The core issue of the algorithm is some shadow

interference that caused by change of background.
In the whole process in tracking path, clarity of the imaging physiognomy has differences
because of the change of motion distances in optical imaging system, so we should make
appropriate correction processing, thus, It is generally difficult to obtain in advance the
background image for the difference operation in the whole dynamic tracking processing[20].
Therefore, background motion compensation is used for two adjacent frame images and
difference of two adjacent images can be regarded as the approximate value of background
image. Because the difference operations of the absolute value are used in the method of
traditional difference image, the difference image usually appears two target areas. It is
inevitable to have some noise areas on the difference image due to background motion
compensation errors, image noises and so on. If the frequency of taking image is high enough,
we can think that gray pattern of target and background in two images processed by difference
operation does not change and target has not overlapping part in two images. According to
operation rules of difference image: I sub = I t 2 − I t1 , I t1 and I t 2 are gray value of two images
and two areas of targets on the difference image should have the same gray and distribution
pattern of shape. In order to find target areas from the difference image, areas that gray and
distribution pattern of shape is similar are corresponding to the target when shape information
of target is not limited and all possible areas of the difference image are processed by pair
wise combination method. Assuming that there are n possible areas on the difference image
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of tracking system, with a theory of combination, the total number of combinations
is C abs = C m2 = m(m − 1) / 2 .
If there are 10 areas in the image, then the total number of combinations is 45. In these
combinations, when two noise areas and some noise area are likely similar to a target area,
there will result in incorrect detection. This situation of incorrect detection will be more likely
to occur with the increasing number of combinations, thereby, detection reliability of moving
targets on the difference image processed by absolute value operation is reduced. The absolute
value operation of difference image requires background motion compensation, but the
background motion compensation is a difficult task and it is as difficult as the target detection,
so there is a big limitation on using absolute value difference image[21]. In order to eliminate
misjudgment caused by the excessive number of combinations, the method of positive and
negative difference images is put forward to detect moving target. Using the symmetry of
positive and negative difference images to leave out background motion compensation and
improve the reliability and adaptability of target detection, the whole tracking system is more
stable.
The method of positive and negative difference images is to respectively generate two
difference images based on the positive or negative difference during the difference operation,
one is positive difference image P( x, y ) ; the other is negative difference image N ( x, y ) . We
use formula (19) and (20) to express.

 I ( x, y ) − I ( x, y )
P ( x, y ) =  1
0

if ( I1 ( x, y ) − I 2 ( x, y )) > 0
if ( I1 ( x, y ) − I 2 ( x, y )) ≤ 0

 I ( x, y ) − I ( x, y )
N ( x, y ) =  1
0

if ( I1 ( x, y ) − I 2 ( x, y )) > 0
if ( I1 ( x, y ) − I 2 ( x, y )) ≤ 0

（19）

（20）

In (19) and (20), I1 ( x, y ) and I 2 ( x, y ) are collected images at two moments in the optical
system. The positive and negative difference image about possible appearance of target area
has two characteristics, one is that areas of the same target are located on the positive and
negative difference image, and two areas distributed on a positive or negative difference
image are impossible corresponding to the same target[22]; the other is that if the number of
the possible target areas on absolute value difference image is m , the number on positive
image is m1 and the number on negative image is m2 , we can know m = m1 + m2 .
According to these two characteristics, with positive and negative difference image for
moving target detection, possible target area is made up with the area of positive difference
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image and the area of negative difference image, without considering the combination of
areas inside positive and negative difference images, therefore the total number of
combinations is C = m1 × m2 .
When m1 = 1 or when m2 = 1 , the minimum value of C is m − 1 . When m1 = m2 = m / 2 ,
the maximum value of C is m 2 / 4 . Formula (21) and formula (22) can be got:
m −1 ≤ C ≤

m2
4

2
C
m
≤
≤
m C abs （
2 m − 1）

（21）

（22）

When m is larger, m / 2(m − 1) ≈ 1 / 2 , we can know that the number of combinations on
image areas can be reduced, processing speed can be improved and the target detection
efficiency can be enhanced with the method of positive and negative difference image.

C. Target detection algorithm based on positive and negative difference image

(1) Processing algorithmic procedure
Processing algorithm diagram of positive and negative difference image is shown in figure 8.
Firstly, the current moment image is obtained through the optical system, and two adjacent
images are done subtraction to obtain positive difference image and negative difference image
in the tracking process. Images subtracted are made preprocessing by the method of median
filtering to eliminate background noise, and target is effectively extracted out with the
separation technology between target and background[23-24], then the target edge is detected;
secondly, after the image processed through edge detection, target areas are marked and areas
of two images are matched. If areas that coincided with target characteristics are found by the
method of match, the possible target area may be obtained; finally, the images in the matching
area are detected. If the detection is successful, the target is determined and target area is
output. With much detection, target is determined when the same result occurs.
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Figure 8 Processing algorithmic diagram figure of difference image
(2) The acquisition and processing of positive and negative difference image
The target image sequence is showed in formula (23).

(

)

f i ( x, y ) = ri f ( x, y ), g if ( x, y ), bi f ( x, y ) , x ≤ N , y ≤ M , i = 0,1,2,

(23)

In (23), ri f ( x, y ) , g if ( x, y ) , bi f ( x, y ) is the pixel ( x, y ) of the i frame image, M is width
of the obtained image, N is height of the obtained image, i is frame sequence number of the
obtained image. Based on the sequence image, view area of the moving target is determined
by making difference operation for the obtained image. The difference sequence image is
showed as in formula (24).

(

)

d i ( x, y ) = ri d ( x, y ), g id ( x, y ), bid ( x, y ) , x ≤ N , y ≤ M , i = 0,1,2, 

(24)

In (24), ri d ( x, y ) ， g id ( x, y ) ， bid ( x, y ) is pixel ( x, y ) of the i frame difference image.

ri d ( x, y ) = ri f (x, y ) − ri −f1 ( x, y )

(25)

g id (x, y ) = g if (x, y ) − g if−1 (x, y )

(26)

bid (x, y ) = bi f (x, y ) − bi −f 1 (x, y )

(27)

The i frame and i + 1 frame original image and corresponding positive and negative
difference image are obtained by real-time collection. In order to get the area of moving target,
appropriate threshold is selected for the edge processing according to processing algorithmic
diagram of difference image. The value of pixel higher than threshold is 1and the value of
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pixel lower than threshold is 0. The difference image sequence is changed into binary image
sequence after preprocessing, edge detection and area mark for the difference image through
selecting appropriate threshold. Then formula (28) can be got.

B = {bi (x, y ), x ≤ N , y ≤ M , i = 0,1,2, }
1,
bi ( x, y ) = 
0,

d i ( x, y ) ∞ ≥ Ti
d i ( x, y ) ∞ < Ti

(28)
(29)

The difference image reflects not only the edge and area of moving target but also the
background disturbance when the background image appears disturbance, and the position of
moving target is not detected with difference image. In order to remove the interference, the
symmetrical difference image sequence is obtained with symmetrical difference method based
on the difference method. The symmetrical difference method is to make AND operation on
the i frame image and the i + 1 frame image. The processing method is showed in formula
(30) and formula (31).

D = {d i ( x, y ), x ≤ N , y ≤ M , i = 0,1,2, }

(30)

d i (x, y ) = bi (x, y ) ⊕ bi −1 (x, y )

(31)

Symmetrical difference image includes not only edge points of the moving target but also the
isolated points, which is caused due to the camera shake. The symmetrical difference image is
made filtering processing in order to eliminate the influence.

Detecting whether the

neighborhood of every non-zero pixel includes other non-zero pixels is the filtering method.
These points are not caused by camera shake or background shakes if the points of non-zero
pixels are larger than a threshold. They are boundary points of moving target; otherwise they
are noise to be eliminated.
(3) target area image extraction
The area of moving target can be got with the horizontal projection and vertical projection of
the symmetrical difference image after filtering. The projection vector is showed in formula
(32) and formula (33).
H

Pi , X ( x ) = ∑ d i ( x, y )

(32)

y =1

D

Pi ,Y ( y ) = ∑ d i ( x, y )
x =1
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In (32) and (33), Pi , x ( x) is the projection value when the horizontal coordinate is x and
Pi ,Y ( y ) is the projection value when the vertical coordinate is y. D is the width of image and

H is the height of image. d i ( x, y ) is gray value of the i frame image.

For the horizontal direction, the sign variable j = 0 , the moving target area N = 0 , boundary
points Px ( start ) [i ] = 0 , Px ( end ) [i ] = 0 . x = 0 and L is the gray value. If Pi , X ( x ) ≥ L and j = 0 ,

x is the start boundary point of moving target on the horizontal direction, then j = 1 ,
N = N + 1 , Px ( start ) = x ; if Pi , X ( x ) < T and j = 1 , x is the end boundary point of moving

target on the horizontal direction, then j = 0 , N = N + 1 , Px ( end ) [ N ] = x . When x = x + 1 , the
above judgment and calculation are repeated. When, x = D , x is the width, if Pi , X ( x ) ≥ T and

j = 1 , x is the end boundary point of moving target on the horizontal direction. Boundary
points on the vertical direction can be determined in the same way.
IV. Target sequence image acquisition and tracking performance analysis
In order to verify the dynamic target tracking algorithm, the sequence image on the start
tracking path is showed in the figure 9. The right image is the first frame image and images
are collected and output from left to right in turn. The original infrared sequence image is
showed in the figure 9（a）, the processing result of different image filtering and edge
detection is showed in the figure 9（b）, the center

area mark result of tracking, recognizing

and location is showed in the figure 9（c）.

（a） The original infrared sequence image

（b）The processing result of difference image filtering and edge detection

（c）The center area mark result of tracking, recognizing and location
Figure 9 The collected sequence image on the start tracking path
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The collected sequence image on the middle tracking path is showed in the figure 10. The
right image is the first frame image and images are collected and output from left to right in
turn. The original infrared sequence image is showed in the figure 10（a）, the processing
result of different image filtering and edge detection is showed in the figure 10（b）, the
center area mark result of tracking, recognizing and location is showed in the figure10（c）.

（a） The original infrared sequence image

（b）The processing result of difference image filtering and edge detection

（c）The center area mark result of tracking, recognizing and location
Figure 10 the sequence collected image on the middle tracking route
The collected sequence image on the end tracking path is showed in figure 11. The right
image is the first frame image and images are collected and output from left to right in turn.
The original infrared sequence image is showed in figure 11（a）, the processing result of
different image filtering and edge detection is showed in figure 11（b）, the center area mark
result of tracking, recognizing and location is showed in figure11（c）.

（a） The collected original infrared sequence image

（b）The processing result of difference image filtering and edge detection

（c）The center area mark result of tracking, recognizing and location
Figure 11 the collected sequence image on the end tracking path
The target optic imaging size of points on the different positions is not same in the whole
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tracking path from the processing result. The target distance of imaging and the size of
imaging are not the same because the distance from tracking turntable to tracking path is
different in the whole tracking process. The position of the collected frame image is not fixed
because of the shake when the tracking platform is moving. In order to verify the tracking
timeliness of the entire tracking path, using high-precision angle encoders as the contrast
real-time reading angle in control turntable, the tracking effect is to determine base on the
deviation between theoretical ballistic speed and measured projectile velocity. Table 1 to
Table 3 is the part of data measured in a particular experiment and the results based on the
analysis of data and images. Tracking platform rotation angle controlling unit time is set to
0.3s, Table 1 shows the data of the initial dynamic state, Table 2 shows the data of the middle
section dynamic state and Table 3 shows the data of close to the end of the segment state,
speed error is the difference between the theoretical and measured speed.

Table 1. The test data of the initial dynamic state
theory desired angle（o）

the measured angle reading（o）

speed error（%）

0.108

0.110

1.92

0.198

0.207

1.63

1.809

2.012

4.21

2.988

3.451

5.08

2.361

2.488

3.34

3.382

4.009

6.15

4.091

4.118

3.98

Table 2. The test data of the middle section dynamic state
theory desired angle（o）

the measured angle reading（o）

speed error（%）

20.812

20.997

4.87

24.677

24.566

4.78

30.756

30.908

5.49

35.871

36.083

5.37

38.070

38.573

3.81

40.237

41.244

2.76

41.240

41.889

3.16
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Table 3. The test data of close to the end of the segment state
theory desired angle（o）

the measured angle reading（o）

speed error（%）

59.461

59.608

5.74

60.608

60.573

3.88

65.543

64.998

3.63

68.803

68.089

4.89

70.341

70.945

3.45

72.306

72.017

4.85

74.087

74.334

2.98

It can be shown from the data analysis of Table 1 to Table 3 that the tracking system has more
error in the initial state because of the rotating platform’s jitter and other effects, and has less
error and is more stable in the middle section state.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, the tracking image is obtained and the characteristics of the target are analyzed
by tracking camera platform. The original image is processed with median filtering to
improve SNR of image and restrain the background noise. Target and background in the
projective burst image are analyzed and the information of the burst and the target is extracted.
The image is segmented with the OUSU method and infrared target image edge is extracted
and detected with Laplacian operator and Canny edge detection operator. The Canny edge
detection operator has good signal edge characteristics and the small noise background, and is
beneficial to target recognition and processing in the complex environment from processing
result. Combined with the characteristics of tracking system, sequence image of dynamic
target is processed with the improved difference image method based on the image
recognition processing, improving the real time and reliability of the tracking system.
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